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Synopsis The northwest-striking, left-lateral Alvin Canyon fault offsets
accretionary wedge sediments that underlie the continental shelf
and slope in the forearc of the Cascadia subduction zone [781].
The fault extends across the active deformation front of the
subduction zone, offsetting the overlying sedimentary section and
the underlying oceanic basalts of the subducting Juan de Fuca
Plate, and may die out eastward near the inferred western limit of
the Siletzia terrane on the continental shelf. The Alvin Canyon
fault is marked by multiple fault traces, fault scarps, pressure
ridges and pop-ups, and aligned fold axes in poorly consolidated
accretionary wedge sediments on the continental shelf and slope;
the fault also appears to uplift an unnamed submarine bank, a
structural high on the upper continental slope. Offset of Holocene
sediment on the abyssal plain indicate most recent movement in
the latest Quaternary. However, as with other folds and faults
located in the Cascadia forearc, it is unknown if coseismic



located in the Cascadia forearc, it is unknown if coseismic
displacements on this fault are always related to great megathrust
earthquakes on the subduction zone, or whether some
independent displacements are related to smaller earthquakes in
the overriding North American Plate.

Name
comments

The Alvin Canyon fault was originally mapped and named "fault
C" by Goldfinger and others (1992 #446; 1992 #464). The fault
was renamed the Alvin Canyon fault by Goldfinger (1994 #3972),
for its proximity to a series of Alvin submersible dive sites; that
name has been used in subsequent papers (Goldfinger and others,
1996 #4088; Goldfinger and others, 1997 #4090) and is retained
herein.

Fault ID: The fault is included in fault number 21 of Pezzopane
(1993 #3544) and is fault number 3 of Geomatrix Consultants,
Inc. (1995 #3593).

County(s) and
State(s) LINCOLN COUNTY, OREGON (offshore)

Physiographic
province(s) PACIFIC BORDER (offshore)

Reliability of
location

Poor
Compiled at 1:500,000 scale.

Comments: The fault trace is from 1:500,000-scale mapping of
Goldfinger and others (1992 #464).

Geologic setting The northwest-striking, left-lateral Alvin Canyon fault offsets
accretionary wedge sediments that underlie the continental shelf
and slope in the forearc of the Cascadia subduction zone [781];
the fault extends across the active deformation front of the
subduction zone, offsetting the overlying sedimentary section and
the underlying oceanic basalts of the subducting Juan de Fuca
Plate (Goldfinger and others, 1992 #446; Goldfinger and others,
1992 #464; Goldfinger, 1994 #3972; Goldfinger and others, 1996
#4088; Goldfinger and others, 1996 #4292; Goldfinger and others,
1997 #4090), and may die out eastward near the inferred western
limit of the Siletzia terrane on the continental shelf (Goldfinger
and others, 1997 #4090). As with other folds and faults located in
the Cascadia forearc, it is unknown if coseismic displacements on
this fault are always related to great megathrust earthquakes on
the subduction zone, or whether some independent displacements
are related to smaller earthquakes in the overriding North



are related to smaller earthquakes in the overriding North
American Plate (Goldfinger and others, 1992 #446; Goldfinger,
1994 #3972; Goldfinger and others, 1997 #4090; McNeill and
others, 1998 #4089).

Length (km) 71 km.

Average strike N68°W

Sense of
movement

Left lateral 

Comments: The Alvin Canyon fault is mapped as a left-lateral
strike slip fault, manifested as a complicated zone of folds and
multiple fault strands (Goldfinger and others, 1992 #446;
Goldfinger and others, 1992 #464; Goldfinger, 1994 #3972;
Goldfinger and others, 1996 #4292; Goldfinger and others, 1997
#4090).

Dip 90° 

Comments: Dip estimate based on geophysical data (Goldfinger
and others, 1992 #446; Goldfinger, 1994 #3972; Goldfinger and
others, 1997 #4090).

Paleoseismology
studies

Geomorphic
expression

The Alvin Canyon fault is marked by multiple fault traces,
pressure ridges and pop-ups, and aligned fold axes in poorly
consolidated accretionary wedge sediments on the continental
shelf and slope; the fault also appears to uplift an unnamed
submarine bank, a structural high on the upper continental slope
(Goldfinger and others, 1992 #446; Goldfinger and others, 1992
#464; Goldfinger, 1994 #3972; Goldfinger and others, 1997
#4090).

Age of faulted
surficial
deposits

The Alvin Canyon fault offsets Holocene sediments on the
abyssal plain, west of the deformation front (Goldfinger and
others, 1997 #4090).

Historic
earthquake

Most recent
prehistoric

deformation

latest Quaternary (<15 ka) 

Comments: Offsets of Holocene sediments on the abyssal plain
(Goldfinger and others, 1997 #4090) indicate most recent



(Goldfinger and others, 1997 #4090) indicate most recent
movement in the latest Quaternary. The fault is mapped as active
in the Holocene or late Pleistocene by Goldfinger and others
(1992 #464), Pezzopane (1993 #3544), Geomatrix Consultants,
Inc. (1995 #3593), and Madin and Mabey (1996 #3575).

Recurrence
interval

Slip-rate
category

Greater than 5.0 mm/yr 

Comments: Slip-rate estimates of 6.2±2 mm/yr to 6.6 mm/yr are
based on offset bedrock isopachs and age estimates based on
sedimentation rates (Goldfinger, 1994 #3972; Goldfinger and
others, 1997 #4090). Wong and others (1999 #4073; 2000 #5137)
used estimated slip rates of 4.2–8.2 mm/yr in their probabilistic
seismic hazard assessment.
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